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Belltech’s coilover for all non-torsion key
2wd Colorado’s/Canyon’s provides performance handling with the flexibility to lower
your truck 0-3 inches. Preset dampening rates provide an optimized balance of sportiness, comfort and safety.

Belltech’s Transmission Crossmember is designed
to exceed OEM load specifications. A gain of
2.25 inches of ground clearance is achieved with
Belltech’s low profile design compared to the factory transmission crossmember.

www.MediaTel.biz

Belltech’s C-Section for the Colorado’s/Canyon’s
maintains the range of suspension travel for extremely lowered trucks. The Colorado’s/Canyon’s
C-Section is used in conjunction with Belltech’s
exclusive Outer C-Section support plate for additional strength and durability.

Belltech’s offers the only 2 inch lowering Drop Ball
Joint for all 2wd Colorado’s/Canyon’s. Belltech’s
lowering Drop Ball Joint replaces the stock lower
ball joint and relocates the upper ball joint position. The design allows the vehicle to retain the
use of stock wheels without any clearance issues.
Factory ride comfort is retained.

Personalize your truck with Belltech quality!
Designed and engineered by using OEM supplied CAD data, Belltech engineers are able to create components that fit the application to the exact dimensional tolerances.
Belltech offers you, the enthusiast, a variety of high quality parts to personalize your Chevrolet/GMC Colorado/Canyon. Everything from a coilover front shock to a complete
C-section allows endless customizing options. Vertical drops are achieved through the use of matched components or a customized selection for your desired look of your
vehicle. Only Belltech “The Leader in Truck Suspensions” provides you the flexibility and options of high quality parts to build the truck you’re looking for!

Spring Sets

Each coil is built from chromium
alloy steel and is wound,
shot peened and powder coated to exact
specification to assure the proper ride
height, ride quality
and durability. 1”,
2”, 3” drops available depending on
application.

Rear Leaf Springs/
Lowering Block Kits

Now available!

Belltech Rear Leaf Springs provide a 3 inch drop
for your Colorado’s/Canyon’s. Additional lowering
can be attained utilizing our Lowering Block Kits
or individually. Available in
1”, 2”, 3” increments.

1075 North Avenue · Sanger, California 93657
For dealer information please call 888-719-2288
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